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This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-1402 N/A Internal 
Request 

Add Rejection reason 
"CONNECT - Unable to deliver 
document" 

As a PCTI admin user there are 

sometimes documents in “system errored” 

state that need to be rejected back to 

sender that the current 2 reasons 

(Conversion failed, endpoint not available) 

don't cover. For example, document that 

fail to be collected by scheduler 3 times. A 

new rejection reason of “CONNECT – 

Unable to deliver document ” has been 

added to notify senders that Connect is 

unable to deliver the document to the 

destination and it’s down to the sender to 

decide on whether to resend or send via 

an alternative method.  

Screenshot 1: Rejection Reason 

D10-1421 N/A Bug Dashboard - Unable to filter on 
DM10 Connect Sending sites as 
Source Organisation 

When using the PCTI dashboard we found 
that you were unable to filter the Source 
Organisation on the sending DM10 
organisations. A change has now been 
applied to allow this functionality. 

D10-1444 N/A Defect MESH System Errors not linking 
to Error 

When attempting to view the linked error 
for MESH system error documents, the 
console failed to parse the error and an 
exception was thrown. A fix has been 
applied to link the user back to the correct 
errors related to the system errored 
documents. 

D10-1498 N/A Internal 
Request 

Splitting of all ConnectBot 
conversion processor functions 

To increase the reliability and reduce 
bottle-necking in the Connect service we 
have split up all ConnectBot conversion 
processes which includes OCR, TIF 
Conversion, PDF Conversion and Merging. 

D10-1526 N/A Defect Mesh TPP ITK 
Acknowledgement being sent in 
response to wrong message 

When sending a document to TPP via 
MESH we should be sending an 
Infrastructure acknowledgement back in 
return to TPP’s Business 
acknowledgement of which we previously 



we not doing. We have now amended the 
this and both TPP and Advanced are 
receiving the correct acknowledgements. 

 

Screenshots/Test Evidence: N/A 

Screenshot 1: Rejection Reason 

 

 

 

 


